
Sharing Biodiversity 
Careers Information 
at your Careers Centre 
Careers for Biodiversity are fast evolving.  Many exciting career opportunities are 
emerging and your centre is a good place to find out more about careers for biodi-
versity.  These suggestions and resources could help students explore career oppor-
tunities in working for biodiversity.  Students visiting career centres are looking for 
guidance on the next step towards their envisioned career.  These resources could 
also assist you and your centre to better respond to the needs of these students.  

Sharing Biodiversity Careers Information at the Careers Centre 

Setting up your Green Careers Open Day Exhibition

Green Career Cards 

Green Careers Flash Stick with print ready files for posters and 

career cards

Careers Decision Making Tool Flash Stick

Exploring Careers for Biodiversity CD

Contents of the Green
Careers Open Day and 
Career Centre Toolkit

This resource forms part of the Green Careers Open Day and Career Centre 
Toolkit that includes a number of guides and resources to plan the Green Careers 
Open Day and support access to information at the Careers Centre. 
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Posters Exploring Careers
for Biodiversity 
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This resource has been developed as part of the Biodiversity Careers for University 
Students Programme.  Led by the World Wide Fund for Nature in South Africa 
(WWF-SA) this programme contributes to the sector wide GreenMatter Initiative to 
develop skills for biodiversity in South Africa. 

On the Green Careers Flash 
Stick are a set of PDF files 
for posters showing careers 
for biodiversity.  These 

posters show a broad spectrum of 
careers for biodiversity with some 
details of what the job entails, what 
study fields are useful when pursuing 
these careers and who the employers 
are.  You could print and laminate the 
posters. They can be displayed in a 
biodiversity corner if space allows.  
Or make them available to students 
on a computer.

The Exploring Careers for 
Biodiversity CD shows a 
broad spectrum of careers.  

Students can navigate through five 
broad career fields including Conserva-
tion Research, Policy and Governance, 
Conservation Management, Conserva-
tion Planning and Conservation 
Outreach, Education and Extension.  

Students can explore a few different 
occupations in the above career fields 
and read the career stories of profes-
sionals in the field to inform career and 
learning pathway decisions.   

The Exploring Careers for Biodiversity 
CD can be used as a stand alone 
resource with automated play.  If you 
have a dedicated computer for science 
careers you could set it up to run this 
automated programme from time 
to time.  

Students can also individually navigate 
through the CD to answer the many 
questions they have about careers for 
biodiversity.   

The Career Decision Making Tool has been developed to assist 
student’s decision making about careers and learning pathways once 
they have the information.  This interactive, reflective and fun tool has 
been loaded on to the Green Careers Flash Stick and can be shared 
with students.    

Careers Decision Making Tool

Accessories
A very valuable resource is the Career Counsellor.  The resources listed 
provide a good information source for the Career Counsellor to 
engage with the students on careers for biodiversity.  

A set of Green Career Cards 
is available to give students 
specific details on a diverse 
range of priority careers for 

biodiversity.  These are available for 
students to take away.  Keep a master 
set in your Careers for Biodiversity file 
and allow students to use the balance.  

A PDF file for these career cards are 
included on the Green Careers Flash 
Stick if you need to do another print 
run or if you want to make this available 
to students electronically.    

Career Cards

Green Career Open Days and Career Centres providing resources and information 
on green careers

Green Guest Lectures with professionals in biodiversity visiting universities and 
presenting guest lectures on green careers

Green Careers Lounge providing an informal space for students to meet and 
interact with professionals for biodiversity

Green Careers Excursion taking a group of students to visit various employers for 
biodiversity to experience green careers in the field

These initiatives will be piloted at selected universities through collaboration 
between WWF-SA and university constituents including academic staff, career 
counselling and development staff and student associations.  

Aimed at enabling access and use of biodiversity careers information amongst 
university students to support decision making about careers and learning 
pathways, this programme is structured around four key career guidance initia-
tives:



Setting up
a Green Careers 
Open Day Exhibition 
Open days are widely used at universities to connect students to careers informa-
tion and job opportunities.  These suggestions and resources could help you to set 
up an exhibition stand for Green Careers at an open day to assist students in making 
decisions about accessing and developing productive careers for biodiversity. 

Setting up your Green Careers Open Day Exhibition

Sharing Biodiversity Careers Information at the Career Centre 

Green Career Cards 

Green Careers Flash Stick with print ready files for posters and 

career cards

Careers Decision Making Tool Flash Stick

Exploring Careers for Biodiversity CD

Contents of the Green
Careers Open Day and 
Career Centre Toolkit

This resource forms part of the Green Careers Open Day and Career Centre 
Toolkit that includes a number of guides and resources to plan for the Green 
Careers Open Day and support access to information at the Careers Centre.
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Posters Exploring Careers 
for Biodiversity CD

Green Open Days and Career Centres providing resources and information on 
green careers

Green Guest Lectures with professionals in biodiversity visiting universities and 
presenting guest lectures on green careers

Green Careers Lounge providing an informal space for students to meet and 
interact with professionals for biodiversity

Green Careers Excursion taking a group of students to visit various employers for 
biodiversity to experience green careers in the field and / or workspace

These initiatives will be piloted at selected universities through collaboration 
between WWF-SA and university constituents including academic staff, career 
counselling and development staff and student associations.  

Aimed at enabling access and use of biodiversity careers information amongst 
university students to support decision making about careers and learning 
pathways, this programme is structured around four key career guidance initia-
tives:
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This resource has been developed as part of the Biodiversity Careers for University 
Students Programme.  Led by the World Wide Fund for Nature in South Africa 
(WWF-SA) this programme contributes to the sector wide GreenMatter Initiative to 
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The Green Careers Flash 
Stick has PDF files of 
posters showing careers for 
biodiversity.  These posters 

show a broad spectrum of careers for 
biodiversity with some details of what 
the job entails, what study fields are 
useful when pursuing these careers and 
who the employers are.  Print and 
laminate these posters and use as a 
backdrop to your exhibition stand. You 
could also display them on a big screen 
at the exhibition stand or share them 
electronically with students who visit 
the stand.  

The Exploring Careers for 
Biodiversity CD shows a 
broad spectrum of careers 
for biodiversity including 

Conservation Research, Policy and 
Governance, Conservation Manage-
ment, Conservation Planning and 
Conservation Outreach, Education and 
Extension.

This resource can be used as a stand 
alone resource with automated play 
showing the details of various careers 
for biodiversity including short descrip-
tions, tasks, skills, studies en route to 
these careers and employers in this 
field.  

You could project this fun, animated 
resource through a laptop onto a big 
screen to attract students to the 
exhibition stand for further exploration.

When students approach your exhibi-
tion you can encourage them to 
navigate through the resource indepen-
dently to find answers to the questions 
they have about careers for biodiversity.

The Career Decision Making Tool has been developed to assist 
students in making personal decisions about careers and learning 
pathways once they have the information.  This interactive, reflective 
and fun tool has been loaded onto the Green Careers Decision Making  

Flash Stick and can be shared with students at your exhibition stand or loaded onto 
personal flash sticks to do in their own time.    

Careers Decision Making Tool

A set of 23 Green Career 
Cards  provide students 
with specific details on a 
diverse range of priority 

careers for biodiversity.  These are 
available for students to take away.  
A PDF file for these career cards are 
included on the Green Careers Flash 
Stick if you need to do a further print 
run or if you want to make this available 
to students electronically.    

Career Cards

Accessories
A very valuable resource at an exhibition stand is a person knowledga-
ble about the various careers for biodiversity.  This could be a lecturer, 
a post graduate student or even 3rd year students willing to share 
personal findings of their own careers research. The resources listed 

also provide good information for the novicst exhibitor.  
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